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Abstract 
The notions of weak ~em-completeness for the complexity classes E : DTIME(2 "~ ' )  and 
E: = DTIME(2 ~ly~"j't) are compared. An element C of one of these classes i  ,,eakly ~-  
complete for the class if the set Pm(C)* cot~sisting ofall languages A ~ C, does not have 
measure 0 in the class. The following two results are p~oven. 
(i) Every problem that is weakly ~Pm-complete for E is weakly ~P_-complete forE,. 
(ii) There is a prob;em in E that is weakly ~-complete for Ez, but not for E. 
I. Introduction 
The completeness phenomenon is, to date, our principal tool for ascertaining the 
complexities of seemingly intractable computationa! problems. Problems that are 
complete for NP, PSPACE, or classes in between are pre.mmably intractuble because 
we are inclined to believe that P ~ NP. Problems that are complete for exponential 
time are provably intractable by the time hierarchy theorem of Hartmanis and Stearns 
[3]. In fact, such problems are now known to have very strong intractability proper- 
ties [2,4,8,15,20,etc.]. 
Recently, Juedes and Lutz [7] initiated investigation of a measure-theoretic gener- 
alization of the completeness pheuomenon i  the exponential time complexity classes 
E = DTIME(2 " ' r )  and E2 = DTIME(2t~tY"~mt't). Specifically, a language (i.e., deci- 
sion problem) C in one of these classes is defined to be weakly <<.~-complete for the 
class if the Pro(C), consisting of all languages A ~< ~ C, does not have measure 0 in the 
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Juedes and Lutz [7] proved that every language C that is weakly complete for E or 
E, isstrongly intractable, in the sense that it has a dense xponential c0mplexity¢ore. 
(Roughly s~king, this is a large set of very hard instances ofthe decision problem C,) 
Rc:c~tly. Lutz [t I] proved the existence of problems that are weakly < E-complete, 
but not ~-complete, for E. Thus, weakly <~-complete problems for E are provably 
strongly intractable and need not be ~ ~-complete for E. 
The purpose of the present note is to compare the notions of weak <~. 
completen~ for E and E,. It is wail.known that a language C is ~< ~-complete for E if 
and only if CeE and C is ~<~-complete for E:. (This is because E, is the downward 
closure of E under :~P--reducibility.) Our Main Theorem (Theorem 4.4) shows that 
the situation is very different for weak ~-completeness. Specifically, the Main 
Theorem establishes the following two facts. 
(i) Every language that is weakly ~<~-complete for E is weakly ~<~-complete 
for E,. 
0i) There is a language in E that is weakly ~<~-complete for E2, but not for E. 
The proof of(i) makes essential use of a method eveloped by Ambos-Spies et al. [1] 
and stated as the Martingale Dilation Lamina in Section 3. The proof of (ii) makes 
essential use of intrinsic pseudorandomness [9,13], the non-scarcity of weakly ~<~- 
complete problems [!,5,6], and the Small Span Theorem [7]. (These things are all 
reviewed in Sections 3and 4) 
Fact (ii) assetls the existence ofa language Cc E that is not weakly ~< ~-complete for 
E, but is weakly ~<~-complete for the larger class E2. This means that only a negli- 
gible set of languages in E are ~< ~-reducible to C, while a nonnegligible set of the 
languages in E: - E are ~< e,,-reducible to C. 
2. INel-iminafies 
In this note, ~ denotes the Boolean value or the condition ~, i.e., 
if not ~, 
All languages here are sets of binary strings, i.e., sets A ~_ {0, l}*. We identify each 
language A with its characteristic sequencer ZAc~0, l } ~ defined by 
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where s o --- ~., st = 0, s2 - I, s3 -- 00, ... is the standard enumeration of g0. I}*. For 
nfl~l, we write Z,q[O.n -- !] for the string consisting of the first n bits ofz~. We write 
X" for the Complm~t of of languages. 
The lower ~-span of a language A ~ {0, I}* is 
P.(A) = {B-c {0, I}*IB ~A}.  
The upper ~ e~-span of A is 
P~,'IA) = |s_= {0,t}*lA ~B}.  
Note that if A ~tmA' (i.e, if A ~A '  and A' ~r,A). then Pm~A)= PmIA') and 
P~t(A) -= P~t(A'). The lower ~.span ofa ~ X of languages i
Pro(X)-- U Pro(A). 
neff 
3. Feasible mrtlngales 
Here we develop tho~ aspects of feasible martingales, resource-bounded measure, 
and intrinsic pseudorandomness that are needed for our Main Theorem. For more 
details, motivatton, and examptes, the reader is referred to any of the papers [7, 9-13]. 
Martingales were used extensively by Schnorr [16-19] in his investigation of 
random and pseudorandom sequences. More recently, Lutz [9-12] has used martin- 
gales as a means of developing measure in complexity classes. 
Definition. 
l. A martingale is a function d: {0. l}* -, C0,~o) satisfying the condition 
d(~t4)) + d(wl) (.) 
d(w) -- 2 
for all wG{0,1}*. 
2. Let t:N ~ N. A martingale d is a t(n)-martingale if there is a function 
d: N x {0,1}* ~ Q with the following two properties. 
(a) There is an algorithm that, for all rcN and we{0,1}*, computes d(r,w) in 
O(t(r + iwl)) steps. 
(b) For all reN and we{0,1}*, 
I,~(r,w) - d(w)l <. 2 -~. 
3. Let t: N -, N. A martingale d is an exact g(n)-martinoale if d has nonnegative 
rational values (i.e., d: {0, I }* ~ O ~ C0, oo)) and there i~ an algorithm that. for all 
we{0, I }*, computes d(w) in O(t(iwl)) steps. 
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4.  A mrtingale d .succeeds on a language A ~ {0. I}*, and we write AeS ~ [d], if 
lira supd(ZA[O'in - i]) = oc~ 
t im ~g~ 
Intuitively, a martingale d is a betting strategy that, given a language A, starts with 
capital (amount of money) d().) and bets on the membership ornonmernbership of the 
successive strings So,Sl,s2 ... .  (the standard enumeration of {0, !}*) in A. Prior to 
betting ona  string s,, tbe strategy has capital d(w), where 
w = ~o~,t~ ...~s..,~,4]. 
After betting on the string ~, the strategy has capital d(wb), where b = ~sn~A]. 
Condition ( .)  ensures that the betting is fair, The strategy succeeds on A if its capital is 
unbounded as the betting pro~-esses. 
The following lemma shows that t(n)-martingales can be replaced by exact martin- 
gales with a relatively small increase in computig time. This result has also been 
proven independently b Mayordomo [14]. 
Lanma 3.1 (Exact Computation Lemma). Let t:N--* N be nondecreasing with 
t(n) >1 n. Then, for erery t(n).martingale d, there is an exact n . t(2n + 2).martingale 
Zs.ch that s ~ [a ]  ~_ s = [~]. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Fix d and d such that d testifies that d is a t(n)- 
martingale. Define functions dt,dz,d: {0, l }*-* O by 
d i (w) :  dllwl + 2.w), 
d2(w) = d,lw) + 2 -''s, 
d(,;. ) -- d2(,;.), 
~!,'0) = d~w) -- d2(w ) + d2(~) ,  
,~,,-t) = &.,) + d,(w) - d,(,,~)). 
It is routine to verify that the following conditions hold for all w~{0, I}*. 
(i) [d,(w)- [dt0d))+ dt(wl)]/2] < 2 -tj'~s÷ ". 
(ii) dz(w) > [d2(~)) + d20vl)]/2. 
(iii) &..) i> d~0~') > d0~')- 
By (iii) and inspection, ~ is an exact n-t(2n + 2)-martingale satisfying S = l'd'l _~ 
S =[d]. [] 
We next explain a useful technique that was developed very recently by Ambos- 
Spies et al. [1]. 
Definition. The restriction of a string we {0, I }* to a language A _~ {0, I } * is the string 
w r A defined by the following recursion. 
(i) ;. rA = ;_ 
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(ii) For w¢{0,l}* and be{0,1}, 
~(wi'A)b if sl,,zsA, 
(.'b)gA- L .'tA ir s~,,~¢A. 
(That is, w gA is the concatenation f the successive bits w[i] for which s~cA.) 
Definition, A function f :  {0, l}*~ {0,1}* is strictly increasing if, for all x, ye{0, i}% 
x < y ~ f (x )  <f(y), 
where < is the standard ordering of {0,1 }% 
Notation. If f :  {0, !}* -, {0, I}*, then for each noN, let n,. be the unique integer such 
that f ( s . )  = s.~. 
Observation 3.2, If f :  {0, I }* --* {0, i }* is strictly increasing and A ~_ {0,1 }*. then for 
all heN, 
XS ,{,q,l'O..n - l] = xa[O..n s - t] grange(f). 
Definition. If f :  {0, I}* --, {0, l }* is str/ctly increasing and d is a martingale, then the 
f-dilation of d is the function 
f 'd: {0,1}* -.b ]'0, oo), 
/ 'd(w) = d(w [range(f J). 
Intuitively, the f-dilation of d is a strategy for betting on a language A, assuming 
that d itself is a good betting strategy for betting on the language f -  t(A). Given an 
opportunity to bet on the membership or nonmcmbership of a string yeA, f 'd  
refrains from betting unless y --f(x), in which case f 'd  bets exactly as d would bet on 
the membership or nonmembership of x in f - t (A).  
The following lemma is implicit in the recent proof by Ambos-Spies ct aL that every 
n2-random language in E is weakly ~<~-complete for E. 
[,emma 32;. (Martingale Dilation l.emma - Ambos-Spies et aL [1]). l f  f:{O, l}* 
--~ {0, I}* is strictly increasing and d is a martingale, then f 'd  is also a martingale. 
Moreover, for every language A ~_ {0, 1}*, if d succeeds on f - t (A) ,  then f 'd  succeeds 
On A. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. It is routine to check that f 'd  is a martingale. Also, for 
all A ~_ {0, 1}* and nEN, Observation 3.2 tells us that 
d(~y-,{A~O..n -- l]) ----- d(gA~O..nf -- 1] tranoe(f)) 
=f*d(xA [0.. nl -- 1]) 
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lira mpf 'd .  (Z,[0,,n - i])>/limsupd(xro.....,,)[0,.n - 1.1) =. o0. 
A. o 
We now use martingales to develop the basic ideas of measure in E and E2. 
I. A martingale d is a p.martingale if there xists ksN such that d is an n~-martingale, 
2. A martingale d is a prmartingale if there exists ken such that d is a 2 °n"w- 
martingale. 
Thus a p-martingale is a marting.'de that is computable (to within 2- ' )  in poly- 
nomial time, while a p2-martingale is a martingale that is computable in quasi- 
polynomial time. 
(Lutz [9.1). 
I. A set X of languages has pmeasure O, and we write I~p(X)= (3, if there is 
a p-marting~qe d such that X c S®[d]. 
2. A set of languages has pz-meam'e O, and we write pp,(X) -- 0, if there is a Pr  
martingale d such that X ~_ S®[dl. 
(Lutz [9]). 
1. A set X of languages has measure 0 in E, and we write /~(XIE)=0, if 
/~(X r~ E) = 0. 
2. A set X of languages has measure 0 in E2o and we write / I(X]E2)=0, if 
pp.lX r~ E2) = O. 
3. A set X of languages has measure ! in E, and we write/~(X [ E) = 1, if/~(XCIE) -- 0. 
in this case, we say that X contains almost every element of E. 
4. A set X of languages has measure I in E2, and we write /t(XIE2)= 1, if 
/~(XC[Ez) = 0. In this case, we say that X contains almost every element of E2. 
5. The expression/t(X I E) ~ 0 means that X does not have measure 0 in E, Note that 
this does not assert hat "/~(XIE)" has some nonzero value. Similarly, the expres- 
sion/~(XIE2) ~ 0 means that X does not have measure 0 in E2. 
it is shown in [9"1 that these definitions endow E and E2 with internal measure 
structure. This structure justifies the intuition that, if/~(XIE) = 0, then X r~ E is 
a neoligibly small subset of E (and similarly for E2). In particular, we have the 
following theorem. 
"rlb~rem 3.4 (Lutz [9]). 
t. u(EIE) ~ O. 
2. p(E21E2) ~0. 
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We conclude this section with a very brief mention of intrinsic pseudo-randomness. 
~ ~  (Lutz [9 ] ) ,A  language A c_{0,l}* is p.random, and we write 
A cRAND(p)~ if/~p({ A }) ~ O, i.e.. if the singleton set { A } does not have p-measure 0. 
That is, A is p-random if there is no p-martingale that succeeds on A. 
It is easy to see that #p( { A }) = 0 for all AcE, i.e. lhat no element of E is p-random 
[9]. However, the following result says that almost every element of E2 is p-random. 
Theorem 3.5 (Lutz [9,13"1). /t(RAND(p)IEz) = i. 
4. Weak eompleteness 
In this section we prove our Main Theorem, comparing weak <~ -completeness in 
E and E2. We first define these terms precisely. 
In standard terminology, a language C is <~-complete for a eomplexioty class ~ if 
Cc~f c_ Pm(C). The following definition generalizes this notion for the complexity 
classes E and E2. 
Definition. 
!. A language C is weakly <~-complete for E if CEE and ~(P,(C)IE) ~ 0. 
2. A language C is weakly <~-complete for E2 if CeEz and/~(P~(C)IEz) ~ 0. 
Notation. 
CE = {CIC is .~<~-complete for E}. 
CE, = {CIC is ~<~-complete for E2}. 
WCE = {CIC is weakly <...~-complete for E}. 
WCE~ = { C [ C is weakly ~< ~-complete for E2 }. 
It is well-known that E r~ CE~ = C~. (This is clear because E2 = P,(E).) Theorem 
3.4 implies that Ct~ - WCE, and Lutz [11] has woven that Ct~ ~ WCe. We thus have 
E ~ c~, = c~wcE.  
Our objective in the present note is to compare the classes WC~ and E ~ WC~. We 
first mention two known results that are used in our argument. 
Theorem 4.1 (Small Span Theorem - Juedes and Lutz [7]). For every AEE, 
~(Pm(A)IE)=O 
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or 
pe(P;~t(A)) = p(P~S(A)IE) = 0. 
"l=wwem 4.2 (Juedes [5,6]. Ambos-Spies et al. [1]). p(WCe, IE2) ,# O. 
I~esnarlk. Juedes [5,6] proved Theorem 4.2 by a refinement of the martingale diag- 
onalization method of Lutz [I I]. Very recently, and independently of [5. 6], Ambos- 
Spies et al. [ I] used a different ~rgument to obtain the result p(WCEI E) = I. A routine 
modification of their argumen~ gives the result p(WCe, lE2) -- I, which is stronger 
than Theorem 4.2. 
We also use the following very genera! emma. 
Lemma 4.3. Let X be any set ~t. lanouages, l f  a(Pm(X)lE2) = O, then pfXIE) = 0. 
Proof. Assume that p(Pm(X)JE,)= 0. Then there is a p,-martingale d such that 
Pro(X) n E, _c $~ [d]. Fix k I> I such that d is a 2°rim%martingale. By the exact 
computation lemma, there is an exact 2°°¢m'".martingale d" such that 
S~[d]  c_ S~[~]. Define 
f :  {0, !}*--* {0, !}* 
f(x) -- ~L'"  Ix. 
Note that f is strictly increasing, so f'a~ the f-dilation of ~ is a martingale. The time 
required to compute f ' ,~w) is 
0(I.'1 ~ + 2~1-',~") 
steps, where w ° -- w rrange(f). (This allows O(Iwl 2) steps to compute w' and then 
O(2 °°s;'rx'') steps to compute ~w').) Now Iw'l is bounded above by the number of 
strings x such that Ixl k+! + Ix[ + I ~< Isl,.ll = Llog(I + Iwl)J, so 
Iw'l ~< 2 l+'~(t +' ' ' )  ....... 
Putting these things together, the time required to compute f',~(w) is 
O(iwl 2 + 2(t +0ostt +l,,I, ....... e-,) = O(Iwl2) 
steps. Thus f'd-is an nZ-martingale. 
Now let A~XnE.  Then f - t(A)~P~(A)r~Ez~-S~[d']  ~_ S~°[d], so 
A~S~ [f~d'], by the Martingale Dilation Lemma. This shows that X n E _ S ~ I'f'd']. 
Since rd  is an nZ-martingale, it follows that p(XIE) -- pe(X ~ E) =. 0. [] 
Note that Lemma 4.3 implies that, if X is a set of languages that is closed under 
~<~-reductions, then p(XIE) = 0 if and only if p(XIE2) -- 0. 
We now have enough machinery to give an easy proof of our main result. 
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Theorem 4.4 (Main Theorem). WC~ ~; E ~ WC~,. 
~f .  lt is clear that WEe=_ E, To ~ that wet-~WC~2, let CEWCe. Then 
~(Pm(C)IE) #0,  so Lemma 4,3 with X--P=(C) tells us that ~(P=(C)IE2)-- 
/I(P~(P=(C))IE,) # 0. Thus CcWC~, completing the proof that WCE c E ~ WCE~. 
To see that E r~ WC~, ~ WCEo fix CERAND(p)~ WCt~,. (Such a language 
C exists by Theorems 3.5 and 4.2.) Fix k >1 I such that CcDT1ME(2 "~) and let 
C'= {O~tk lxlxeC}. 
Note that C'eE and C' -~  C, whence C'eE ~ WCE,. 
Since CeP~ :(C') ~ RAND(p), we have jup(P~ tiC')) # 0. Since C'cE, it follows by 
the Small Span Theorem that/~(Pm(C')IE) = 0. Thus C' ¢ WCE, completing the proof 
that E ~ WCE, ~; WC~. [2 
Putting the Main Theorem together with previously known results, we have 
" E r~ CE~ -- Ct~ ~ WCE ~ E ~ WC~,. 
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